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containing one less than half the same number. This arrangement of the columns in two parts enabled the total number of buttons to be economized. The columns represented, so far as integral numbers were concerned, units, tens, hundreds, thousands, &c0 and in these cases the one button in the top portion of each column represented five units, and there were four buttons in the lower portion representing four units. But after the columns representing integers came columns representing fractions; the first contained buttons representing unciae,- of which there were 12 to the unit, i.e. fractions of T^th5 and in this case the one button in the top portion represented 6 unciae or i%ths, while there were 5 buttons in the lower portion (instead of 4), the buttons in the column thus representing in all 11 unciae or 12ths. After this column there were (in one specimen) three other shorter ones alongside the lower portions only of the columns for integers, the first representing fractions of ^th (one button), the second fractions of ^th (one button), and the third fractions of ^-nd (two buttons, which of course together made up ^th).
The mediaeval writer of the so-called geometry of Boetius describes another method of indicating in the various columns the number of units of each denomination.1 According to him ' abacus' was a later name for what was previously called mensa Pythtujorea, in honour of the Master who had taught its use. The method was to put in the columns, not the necessary number of pebblefl or buttons, but the corresponding numeral, which might be written in sand spread over the surface (in the same way as Greek geometers are said to have drawn geometrical, figures in sand strewn on boards similarly called d/3ag or afiaKiov}. The figures put in the columns were called apices. The4- first variety of numerals mentioned by the writer are rough forms of the Indian figures (a fact which proves the late date of the composition); but other forms were (1) the first letters of the alphabet (which presumably mean the Greek alphabetic numerals) or (2) the ordinary Roman figures.
We should expect the arrangement of the Greek abacus to correspond to the Roman, but the, actual evidence regarding its form and the extent to which it was used is ho scanty that 1 Boe.tius, dc hint. Ar., (id. Friedlein, p)>. 396 h<j.

